
Your beliefs affect your thoughts, feelings and 
actions. The actions that you take will 
ultimately create your life. However, many of 
your beliefs are incorrect, no longer relevant or 
no longer useful. But they still drive your 
thoughts and emotions as they are largely 
habitual. Changing any of these internal 
components will influence the results that you 
experience. It will change your reality!

A lot of people assume that all you need to be financially 
successful is a good job, good work ethic and maybe a 
little bit of luck. What if we told you that none of that 
matters if you can't take control of this ONE thing in your 
life. In fact, without this ONE thing, you could actually be 
destined to fail, and never get ahead? This ONE thing we 
are talking about is your consciousness. The one thing 
that sets the successful and truly happy people apart 
from the rest of us is the ability to have complete control 
which in turn gives you the power to set your own path 
even create your own reality!

MYLIFE UNPLUGGED workshop will make 
you question everything you thought you knew 
about your life. From happiness and health to 
purpose and power, this is a revolutionary 
roadmap to become the best, most 
extraordinary version of yourself -
the one you were meant to be! 

What if  . . .
everything we think we know about how 
the world works; our ideas of love, 
education, spirituality, work, happiness 
and financial success, are based on rules 
that get passed from generation to 
generation and are long past their 
expiration date?

MYLIFE UNPLUGGED helps you to UNPLUG from your 
traditional thinking and paradigms into a world of 
consciously creating your desires with ease!

MYLIFE UNPLUGGED!

Relationships, Purpose, Health, 
Happiness, Wellbeing, Peace, 

Confidence, Success, Emotions, 
Feelings, Intuition, Manifesting?
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MYLIFE UNPLUGGED
An experience so powerful you will wonder 
why it has all been kept a secret for aeons?

LEARN MORE . . .
Who & what are you?

What is your purpose here?
What blocks your life successes?
What do you really want in life?

How do you manifest your desires?
What will it take to make you happy?

Why are relationships so hard?
Want more contentment & joy?

Why love is everything!

Learn how YOU can create an 
alternative reality to your 
present one, simply by 

changing your thoughts!
Every day science uncovers more truths about 
the human body, mind and spirit. Every thing is 
all energy. Energy is made up of frequencies 
and vibrations. Everything vibrates. We are all 
one. If we tune into the right vibrations we can 
love more and achieve more!

BOOKING? - Call  0410 466 914
Email: info@mylifeunplugged.com

MYLIFE UNPLUGGED was developed by Global Equity Angels Pty. Ltd.
MLUP also available on cruise ships  (eg. P&O, Royal Caribbean etc.)



Our thoughts have the power to change outcomes, 
create realities, attract abundance. Thoughts are 
frequencies and frequencies are vibrations. 
If you can raise your vibrations you can operate at 
levels most people don’t! 

MYLIFE UNPLUGGED!

Remove imbalances, blocks & negative energy, release 
stuck emotional energy, shift into empowered states for 
manifesting your desires, create vibrancy and vitality in 
your body, tune up your chakras , release anger and 
frustration, undo subconscious road blocks!

Topics covered include:

Wash Away  Stress, overwhelm and anxiety, While optimizing Your MIND for Happiness, Prosperity and Productivity!

Seminar WORKSHOP and Life 
Coaching services . . .

Sadly today: high divorce, separation, anger, 
resentment, lack, confrontation, crime, 
violence, bad health, stress, reduced physical 
performance, overwhelm and anxiety (oh 
boy, what a list and it goes on and on)

Men are caught in a strange time warp 
where long held traditions are disappearing 
before their eyes in all walks of life, including 
the concepts of marriage and community

Some are ushering in the age of conscious 
awareness and activating 12 DNA strands

Some men are learning the truth about who 
and what they are and about their reality

Impossible has been replaced with ‘possible’ 
and the current generation has wants and 
needs being manifested now!

Many are learning to meditate and  to 
manifest needs and desires, to heal energies, 
attract prosperity, remove blockages & 
limitations, to become empowered and 
learning to love themselves again!

A pathway to Joy, Abundance & Happiness!

Creation and evolution co-exist. It 
is a cosmic universal model. 
Things created in the 
consciousness come into being 
and can change and evolve over 
time. What was once considered 
unknown, far fetched, mystical 
and myth is now being proven by 
science and opening the channels 
for energy, peace of mind and 
abundance in millions of people 
enabling them to live in harmony 
with the universal laws that 
govern existence. 

Improve your relationship with yourself, others, the 
world and existence, by making a significant and 
lasting change in your life. Explore the laws that 
govern life and maintain a commitment to your 
own well-being.

MY LIFE UNPLUGGED . . . The seminar/workshop process 
addresses specific personal projects, business issues, general 
conditions and transitions in your personal life, relationships or 
profession by examining what is going on right now, discovering 
what obstacles or challenges might be and assisting you in choosing 
a course of action to make your life be what you want it to be and 
achieve your purpose in life. It can awaken your consciousness.

THERE ARE 
TRUTHS,

Known & Unknown

Learn about energy 
centers around your 
body and how they 

control your life!

Seminar style workshop to help you
sort through your life’s thoughts

in order to attain better outcomes in 
relationships, happiness, success

and life’s purpose!

V2.2

Energy is all around us. Science 
has made amazing leaps over the 
past few decades. Peering beyond 
the atom into the quantum shows 
there is may be no such thing as 
solid matter. A conscious focus on 
a particle can change its structure 
to a frequency wave immediately. 
Thoughts are real things and have 
an amazing impact on your reality 
both in the present moment and 
in the future.

‘DISCLOSURE’

CALL: 0410466914 to find next session near you!

Workshop topics available on separate sheet

Noted authors have time and 
again discussed the “are we alone” 
question and come up with “not 
really!”. Other galaxies have been 
discovered, ET’s probably exist and 
have shaped our world and 
continue to do so. Russian 
scientists have gone public with 
how human DNA has been 
modified in the past to produce 
humans. Disclosure is minimal but 
world attention and belief has 
changed dramatically over recent 
years with TV shows like ‘Ancient 
Aliens’ and archeology findings 
(22,000 Sumerian cuneiform 
tablets) the world is starting to 
believe a different start up history 
and reality.
So it is not far fetched to expect 
that there is more  to the unseen 
than we realise. Even the Bible 
tells us so. When we focus our 
imagination on our desires in a 
certain manner, as if  we already 
have that which we desire, our 
reality meets our wishes! There is 
much for us to learn!


